
CHAPTER 51 

A SCHEMATIZATION OF ONSHORE-OFFSHORE TRANSPORT 

by D. H.   Swart* 

Abstract 

The investigation reported herein covers two aspects of the schematization of coastal 

processes on sandy beaches in a direction perpendicular to the coastline,  viz.: (1) the 

prediction of equilibrium beach profiles and (2) the corresponding offshore sediment trans- 

port due to wave action.  A physically-based schematic model of the onshore-offshore 

profile development was tested on available small-scale and full-scale model  tests and 

physically-based empirical  relationships were derived to enable the application of the 

model to both small-scale and prototype conditions. 

1    Analysis 

Onshore-offshore transport at any section in a non-equilibrium profile can be characterized 

as being a combination of bed  load transport and suspended  load transport.   The division 

between these two modes of transport is not well-defined,  due to    the complicated water 

and sediment movement close to the bed.   It will,  however,  be assumed that the total 

sediment transport in any section can be divided into: (1) bed load,  which can be repre- 

sented as being a sediment concentration  multiplied by a  layer thickness an6 a  characteristic 

sediment particle velocity,  and (2) suspended  load in the form of convection transport in 

the rest of the section.   These assumptions place no restrictions on  the further application of 

the theory. 

At the moment the state of the art regardjng  the prediction of concentration and velocity 

distribution  in the vertical   is not so advanced  that a  uniform theory exists which  can 

predict these two quantities with suitable accuracy both  inside the breaker zone and sea- 

wards of the breaker point.   As  it is,   however,   both  in  prototype situations and  in  the design 

of three-dimensional small-scale models    of quite some importance to be able to predict 

quantitatively the onshore-offshore transport,   it was decided to make a schematization of the 

external properties of the profile development.   This external schematization will  be used to 

predict offshore  transport until  the  research  regarding the  internal   mechanism   (sediment 

entrainment, concentration and velocity distribution in the vertical) is so far advanced 

that onshore-offshore  transport can  be predicted  via  the internal  mechanisms. 

This schematization was aided by all  two-dimensional  model  experiments  regarding profile 

development,  available  in  the   Delft  Hydraulics  Laboratory,   as well  as by full-scale  tests 

performed by the Coastal   Engineering Research  Center and supplied to the  Delft Hydraulics 

Laboratory by T.   Saville (jr). 

Project engineer,   Delft Hydraulics Laboratory,  The Netherlands 
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Consequently the wave conditions of the tests covered a wide range,   viz.: 

0,07 m s£H   < 1.71  m 
o ^ 

1.04 s   ^ T    ^ 11.3 s 

The particle diameter showed a smaller variation,   D^Q varied between 0.1  mm and 0.23 mm, 

while the bed  material  in  all  tests was sand.   The waves  in all   tests were regular waves. 

As  in all   Delft  Hydraulics  Laboratory tests a net   seaward  movement of sediment occurred, 

the present paper deals only with the prediction of offshore  transport.   From the  results of 

the available  tests  it become apparent that the profile development can  be characterized 

into three definite zones    (see  Figure  1),   each with  its own  transport  mechanism,   viz.: 

(1) the  backshore,   which  is mostly eroded to above the wave run-up  limit,   (2) a transition 

area at the seaward  extremity of the developing profile,   which  is formed due  to the fact 

that the point of beginning of movement,   landwards of which ripples and bars are formed 

on the bed,  does normally not coincide with the horizontal  bed of the flume,  and (3) the 

real developing profile where transport under wave action takes place (called the  D-profile). 

The same zones also occur in prototype.   In order to enable the development of a usable 

theory for the prediction of offshore transport in the D-profile,   it is essential that the 

limits between  the above-mentioned three areas  (zones)  can  be found  uniquely  in  terms 

of the wave conditions and  bed  material  characteristics. 

2 Limits of the  D-profile 

From the definition of the backshore it is apparent that the boundary between the backshore 

and the  D-profile,   i.e.   the upper  limit of the  D-profile,   is a  function of the  maximum 

wave run-up. 

Using  the formula of Hunt I 5 I for wave  run-up,   it can  be stated  in  general  that the  maximum 

wave run-up  ij     is given by: 

f)  = a,   H tan a ( H  )bl  (1) 

o 

where H      = wave height 

tana = wetted beach slope 

\      - deep water wave length 

a]  and  b,= constants 
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Wiegel   I 10J determined the relationship between the beach-slope and the median particle 

diameter D,-Q.   For all types of beaches he found a general  relationship of the form: 

c2 
tan a = a2  D50 

z  (2) 

where a2 and  c2 -  constants,  depending on  the type of beach  under consideration* 

c2 > 0. 

Combination of equations  (1) and (2) and  regrouping of the terms yielded a  general  equation 

for the dimensionless upper limit of the  D-profile of the following form: 

^      = f<Ho6 D50C jb>  <3> 
p50 

where h = upper limit of D-profile relative .to the still-water level. When all the availa- 

ble small-scale and full-scale data were correlated to equation (3), the following relation- 

ship was found  (see  Figure 2): 

h H 0.488 T 0.93 

—    = 7644 - 7706 exp (- 0.000143    — fr-^j- )  (4) 
u50 u50 

The lower limit of the D-profile does not coincide with the point of beginning of movement, 

as predicted by for instance Goddet    4 J and Bonnefille and Pernecker    1     ,  but is assumed 

to be some function  of it.   Physically  it can  be seen as    a      transition  between  the area 

of combined bed  load and suspended  load  (the  D-profile) and only bed  load (transition area). 

Analogous to the above-mentioned studies [ 1J, I 4J regarding beginning of movement of sedi- 

ment under wave action,   it will thus  be assumed that: 

h H ° 
-2L=f(_2_    )  (5) 

where h       - lower  limit of the  D-profile,   relative  to the still-water  level 

a,b and c=constants as  long as  D,-Q <0.5 mm (see I ll). 

Correlation of equation (5) to the available small- and  full-scale data  led to a relationship 

for the  lower  limit of the  D-profile of the following form (see  Figure 3): 

h H °-473 

_QL = 0.0063 exp (4.347     —2     )  (6) 
Ao T°-

894r.    °-093 
1 u50 
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3 Transport schematization in the  D-profile 

In  order to be able to formulate a simplified  form for the  transport formula,   it is essential 

to make one assumption,   viz.   that the developing beach  will  eventually reach a stable 

situation under persistent wave action.   This stable situation implies two aspects,   viz.   (1) 

an  equilibrium position and  (2) an  equilibrium form of the profile.   As  can  be seen  from 

Figure 4,   En  which a  measure of the  volume of sediment  in  the   D-profile relative to the 

point of maximum wave runVup,   (L~-L ),   has been  plotted against time for a small-scale 

test which  lasted  in  total   3878  hours,   the  concept of equilibrium is a  reasonable one. 

Using this assumption  it is possible  to write up an  equation  for the determination of the 

time-dependent offshore sediment transport S    in the D-profile of the form: 

Sy = r(R*o  - Rf)  (7) 

where   S = time-dependent offshore sediment transport in  the   D-profile 

R, = a time-dependent  D-profile  characteristic,   which will  be defined  later 

Rco - the equilibrium value of R.,   i.e.   R. -^*-   R^ 

r = a constant for a specific set of boundary conditions. 

A study of various possible  forms of the function   R.   revealed that  if R    is chosen as a 

schematic  length (L^-L,)  (see  Figure  1   for an  explanation  of (l^-Li)), a  reasonably good 

correspondence  is obtained with  the available  test results.   Thus an  equation of the following 

form results: 

Sy = sy (W - (L2 - L,)f)  (8) 

where (L~ - LA = value of (L- - L,) at time t. 

W    = equilibrium value of (l_~  -  LO 

s      = a  constant  for a specific set of boundary conditions. 

If s    and  W are known,   the offshore transport  S    can  be  calculated  for any location  in 

the  D-profile by making an appropriate  choice of the onshore- and offshore profile thick- 

nesses Sj  and 6,, respectively (see Figure  1). 
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4    Evaluation of the data 

In order to enable the prediction of s    and W in terms of the wave conditions and bed 

material  characteristics,   all available appropriate small- and  full-scale tests were elabo- 

rated.   The criteria handled for the choice of the tests to be used for the evaluation of the 

schematization,  are the following: (1) frequent soundings of the bed must be available,   to 

allow a good extrapolation of the  time-dependent data  to  the equilibrium situation,  and 

(2) no secondary effects must have occurred.   Secondary effects can either originate from 

an imperfect motion of the wave board,  or from the shoaling and breaking of waves over 

bars in  the nearshore  D-profile.   Secondary effects of the  first type are   clearly  restricted 

to model  tests,   the second type of secondary effect can occur both in the model and the 

prototype.   Consequently tests  in which secondary effects of the  first type occurred were 

not evaluated,  while the tests with secondary effects of the second kind were evaluated. 

From the remaining tests results of the form shown  in  Figure 5 were obtained.   The  curve 

of the equilibrium length W against the dimensionless position in the D-profile (6,/S) 

determines fully the equilibrium D-profile,  while a combination of the two curves enables 

the calculation of the offshore transport at any time in a non-equilibrium profile. 

5    The equilibrium  length  W 

The W-curve can be fully determined if the value of W at for instance the water line 

(W) is known,  as well as thei ratio   W/W   in the rest of the profile. 

In order to enable the calculation of the value of W   as a  function of the boundary 

conditions,  a representative slope m    was defined: 

mr=    -*- "  (9) 
r       2Wr 

where m       = schematized  equilibrium slope of the  D-profile at the water  line. 

Earlier studies regarding the criteria which will determine the transition between step and 

bar profiles,  (see Nayak[7]),   revealed that the deepwater wave steepness H /\   ,   the 

absolute value of the wave weight H    and the sediment particle diameter D,-Q are of 

importance.   In a study to determine the transition between erosion and accretion in the 

area above the water line [81,   it was found that the average slope m    at the water   line 

was also of influence.   In the present study the schematic equilibrium slope m  was used 

instead of the average actual  slope.   When  this approach was applied to the available 

model and prototype data in the same manner as described in[8j,  good results were 
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obtained,  as  can  be seen  in  Figure 6,   which yields a  relationship of the  form: 

H 
m, 

H -i " 2.38 
1.51*103rH    0.132 D- 0.447 £0,-0.717] 

r    > L   o 50 \ 
K K 

+ 0.11 * 10"3        (10) 

Equation  (10) defines  the value of W   for a specific set of boundary conditions. 

The variation  in  the ratio  W/W   over the   D-profile determines the dimensionless form 

of the  D-profile.   Wiegel   110    classified beaches into three groups,  viz.   protected, 

moderately protected and exposed beaches.   For each of these  three types of beaches he 

gives a  relationship between  the beach slope  in  the area  between  the  limit of wave 

run-up and the low-water line and the median particle diameter D^Q.   An increase in 

particle diameter leads to an  increase in beach slope.   Eagleson et al I 2 I studied the 

forces on  a discrete spherical bed  load particle outside the breaker zone.   They   predicted 

the slope of the  bed  in this area as a function of the boundary conditions.   For bigger 

particle diameters  the slope decreases.   The above-mentioned  two  results  indicate that the 

curvature of profiles with  coarser bed  material   is  bigger than  with  finer bed  material. 

This conclusion  is  confirmed  by the elaborated  results  (see I 9 I ).   An  equation  for W/Wr 

of the following form  (see  Figure 7) was  found: 

-W   =0.7A    +1  +3.97*107b  D ,n
2  A     T. 36 * 104  D50  (]]) 

hm - s2 
where A = dimensionless position  in  the  D-profile,   measured positively 

downwards  from the still-water  level. 

b   =f 1       for     A    > 0,   i.e.   below  the still-water  level 

[0      for     A    ^0,   i.e.   above the still-wafer  level. 

A correlation of equation (11) to all available small-scale three-dimensional model tests 

and prototype cases revealed that this equation can also be applied to these conditions, 

without making  a significant error. 
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6    The  coastal  constant  s     (two-dimensional  case) 

The s  -curve can be fully determined if,   (1) the maximum value   s     of s ,   (2) the loca- y ' ' ym y    w 

tion of s       and (3) the distribution of s /s       across the  D-profile is known, ym y    ym r 

A study of the available  literature on  the formation of step and bar profiles,   as summa- 

rized by Nayak \7\ ,   led to the conclusion that s       will be determined by the following 

relationship: 

s      = f (H / X  ,   H    T,   D.n,   H/h   )  (12) ym *   a    "o'      o     '     50'     o    nr . • • \     / 

where  H/h     = a  measure of the type of breaking wave. 

A correlation of this  formula  to the available small- and full-scale data  led  to the following 

equation  (see  Figure 8): 

In (l^Z   ) =  ,0.7 - 28.9 [h^68 ( -° f0"9 D^1"29 ^.66]-°-^..^) 

50 Ao m 

A study of the available data led to the conclusion that the position of the maximum 

value of s    will  be a function of the ratio H/h     and the absolute value of the wave y am 
height,   (see  Figure 9),   viz.: 

LJ 

A2m = 0.8 -  1.1   HQ "°-55 (_° ) 2-69  (14) 
h 

When  the characteristics of the backshore erosion,   transition slope growth,   the distribution 

across  the  D-profile of W,   the  location and  magnitude of sy     are all  known,   it can  be 

shown  (see P0] ) that it  is possible to  calculate mathematically the distribution of s 

across  the  D-profile.   As  this  is,  however,  a  tedious procedure  Involving  the solution  of 

seven  non-linear equations,   an approximate distribution of s /sy     was determined  from the 

available  test  results  (see   Figure   10),   viz.: 

In  the area  landwards of the  location of Sy   : 

Sy/syrrT °-^3rr- + 0.07  (15) 
y   ym      i + i.oi xl-M 

in  the area seawards of the  location of s ,     : /m 
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In both cases 

H H 

X = Am (-£)"'  (-^)2  (17) 
X h 

where   A     = absolute value of the dimensionless  position  in the  D-profile,   measured 

relative  to the  location of Sy 

S, - 6„ I        an 

5 

S«     ~ value of Sn  where s    ~  s 
2m 2 y ym 

As both  s     and  W are now known,   it  is possible to determine both  the equilibrium profile 

and the offshore sediment transport  in  the   two-dimensional  case. 

7    The coastal  constant   s    (three-dimensional  case) 

Due  to the superposition  of a  longshore  current  to  the  wave field,   the momentary resultant 

current velocities at the bed,   as well  as  the  resultant bed shear  in  the three-dimensional 

case,   will  be higher than  in  the two-dimensional  case.   As has been stated earlier,   the 

values of W for the two- and  three-dimensional  cases do not differ significantly from each 

other.   As  the sediment transport  is a  function of the bed shear,   it seems  realistic to 

assume that the offshore transport rate of sediment  in the three-dimensional   case will  be 

higher than   in  the  two-dimensional   case.   This   implies   that s      will   also  be  higher than 

for the two-dimensional  case.   The mean  increase  in  the bed shear due  to a  combined 

current and wave action  can  be found by numerical   integration,   viz.: 

I^L=  1  +(,.91  -  1.32 sin tfe) ( *-     )('-24 - 0.08 sin tb)  (]8) 

W Jo 

where      |j= ^      f_w 

V2g 

Q -  Chezy-coefficient 

f    - wave friction  factor,  according  to  Jonsson I 6     . 

v   ~ average  longshore  current velocity at a  certain  water depth 

u     ~ orbital  velocity at the bed 

<f>,   = angle of wave  incidence at  breaking 

T       = bed shear due  to combined  current and wave action 
wc 
T     - bed shear due to current action only. 
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The increase in the coastal constant s        can be correlated to the increase in bed shear. 
ym ' 

sym3D    _ ^      wc   j 4.5 ,]Q. 

Sym2D Tw 

where sy   op anc' sym3D are fne two" °"^ three-dimensional  values respectively of s     . 

A combination of equations (13),   (18) and (19) will  yield  the value of sy     inthe 

three-dimensional case.  The location of this value is still given by equation (14).   The 

distribution of s./sy    should be calculated with the aid of the mathematical procedure 

involving 7 non-linear equations,  which has already been mentioned in section 6,  and 

which  is derived elaborately  in [°J . 

8    Application of the theory 

The method described in this paper can be used to compute time-dependent and equilibrium 

profiles,  as well  as the corresponding offshore sediment  losses.   In  Figure  II  a  comparison 

is shown between a final  profile,  given by  Eagleson et al   [ 3 [ ,  and a theoretical 

equilibrium profile,   calculated with the aid of equations  (10) and  (11).   The correspondence 

is rather good.   In  Figure   12 a  comparison  is given between  measured and theoretically 

computed offshore sediment  losses,   for a storm period  in  the  Netherlands  in  February,   1953. 

The  exact  longshore current velocities are not known,   however,   as can be seen,   the order 

of magnitude of the computed  losses  corresponds well   with the measured  losses.   The  method 

can also be  used  to compute offshore sediment  losses after beach  replenishment. 

9    Restrictions and  recommendations 

When applying the theory,   it should be kept  in  mind that the  lower  limit of the  D-profile 

has been determined by using the assumption  that  D-f,   ^0.5 mm.   This places a  restriction 

on the maximum particle size for which  the method can still  be applied.   All  tests used for 

the elaboration  in  the present study were performed with  regular wave attack.   Under proto- 

type conditions,   where the waves are  random,   the wave spectrum will  determine which 

representative wave height should be used in the application.   This aspect of the problem 

should be studied in more detail.   A test programme should be designed to assis* in the 

extension of the theory to include onshore sediment movement. 
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10    Conclusions 

The principal  conclusions of the investigation described in this paper may be summarized 

as  follows: 

(1) The upper limit of the actual developing profile (called  D-profile in this paper) is 

related to the maximum wave run-up and is of the form given  in equation (4). 

(2) The lower limit of the  D-profile is related to the beginning of movement of bed 

material  under wave action and is of the form given in equation (6). 

(3) The offshore transport at any location in the D-profile at any time t is proportional 

to the difference between the equilibrium profile form and the profile form at time t, 

according to equation  (8). 

(4) The sediment transport at the upper and  lower limits of the D-profile are not necessarily 

negligible;   these transport follow the same time-dependent variation as given  by equation  (8). 

(5) The form of the dimensionless equilibrium  D-profile  is determined by the particle diameter 

according to equation (11). 

(6) The horizontal scale of the equilibrium  D-profile is determined by the absolute value of 

the deepwater wave height,   the deepwater wave steepness and the particle diameter, 

according  to equation  (10). 

(7) The equilibrium  beach slope at the  upper  limit of the  D-profile  increases with  increasing 

particle diameter,   while  the equilibrium slope at the  lower  limit of the  D-profile decreases 

with  increasing particle diameter. 

(8) The equilibtium  D-profile  under three-dimensional  conditions  is as a first approxi- 

mation  equal  to  that   under  corresponding  two-dimensional  conditions. 

(9) The rate of offshore transport under three-dimensional  conditions  is higher than  under 

corresponding two-dimensional  conditions,   due  to the  increase  in  the average bed shear 

(equation   19)). 
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Figure 1:    Schematization of beach profile 
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